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Fundamentals

sea level = geoid height – solid earth surface

Sea level

Sea surface height

↓ Local gravity
↓ Sea level

↑ Bed uplift

↑ Sea level

→ Ocean mass

↓ Bed subsidence
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Research Objective
•

Contemporary relative sea level models (Farrell & Clark, 1976; Mitrovica &
Peltier, 1991) operate on spectral domains, and are therefore
– (inherently) unable to resolve high wave number features.
– not easily integrable with (components of) earth system (mesh) models.
Spectral grid

•

Unstructured mesh

To develop an efficient model that operates on a flexible mesh system!
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Relative Sea Level: Theory for an elastic rotating earth
•

A load function that defines mass transport between cryosphere and oceans:

– change in continental ice mass and ocean water mass

•

A Green’s function approach to evaluating sea-level equation (SLE):

– due to perturbation in gravitational potential and rotational potential
– follows from mass conservation constraint

•

Green’s
function.

Crucial to solving SLE is how accurately we can parameterize
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Contemporary Models: Pseudo-spectral approach
•

Spherical harmonic coefficients are evaluated by satisfying SLE.

•

To capture a feature of size R (on a sphere of radius a)…
Series must be truncated at degree

Numbers of coefficients to be evaluated
Numbers of computational nodes

πa/R

(πa/R + 1)2

R = 100 km

4πa2/R2

2 km

10,000

200

100,020,000

40,400

127,516,000

51,000

Green’s function for earth-surface deformation
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Novel Approach: Mesh-based computation
•

Evaluate a load function at elemental centroids and SLE at vertices.
Green’s function for earth-surface deformation

Resolution [km]

Max degree, L

Total nodes

Solution time

OS X 10.9.5

10 000

16 553

<5 min

Serial run

100

200

49 152

~30 min

Serial run

50

400

196 608

~6 hr.

Parallel run

>127.5 M

→∞

2
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Example Application: Geodetic signatures of ice sheets
•

Mass budget of polar ice sheets are derived from monthly GRACE solutions
for the period 2002 April – 2015 March.
– We use Release-05 Level-2 data products provided by CSR, UT Austin.
– We replace degree 1 and 2 Stokes coefficients by SLR solutions.
– We make an appropriate GIA correction.
– We apply Gaussian smoothing (with a 300 km radius) and rescaling.
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Computation of sea-level fingerprints
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Implication for ice-sheet modeling

Sea surface drop

•

Sea-level feedbacks counter the marine ice-sheet instability!

RCP 8.5+
Bindschadler et al., J. Glaciol., 2013

Adhikari et al., Solid Earth, 2014
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Implication for space geodesy
•

Gravity anomaly can be measured directly, using absolute gravimeters.

•

Polar motion and geocentric motion (results not shown) can be
measured/inferred using space geodetic techniques (e.g., VLBI and SLR).
Wahr et al., JGR, 2015
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Summary
We present a numerically accurate, computationally efficient, high
resolution model for gravitationally consistent relative sea level that
operates efficiently on a flexible mesh system.

The model can produce sea level and global geodetic observables
(e.g., solid-earth deformation and geoid height) and help us to interpret
tide gauge data (and isolate sources of local sea-level change).

It is easily integrable with (components of) earth system models.
Coupling to a local mesh of ice model allows for a realistic treatment of
grounding line migration (and accurate simulation of outlet glaciers).

Our model can predict observables associated with space geodesy
(e.g., polar motion and geocentric motion). These have tremendous
implications for global reference frames and astronomy.

The model is not restricted to cases where mass transport occurs
between continental ice and oceans. It may be adapted for other mass
transport phenomena (e.g., terrestrial hydrology & earthquake).
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